Data travels on the Internet as packets. Cut out the packets from the worksheet. Can you help reassemble the messages for robot, computer and Ruby? Pay attention to the sequence so that you get the emoji in the message in the right order.

Message from:
The message the robot gets:

Message from:
The message the computer gets:

Message from:
The message Ruby gets:
**TASK 22**
MAKES SENSE

- I SEE WITH EYES
- I TASTE WITH MOUTH
- I FEEL WITH TOUCH
- I SEE WITH CAMERA
- I HEAR WITH EARS
- I SMELL WITH NOSE
- I HEAR WITH MICROPHONE
- I SENSE TOUCH WITH PRESSURE SENSOR
- I SENSE MOVEMENT WITH MOTION SENSOR

**TASK 23**
PACKAGE DELIVERY

1/3
To: Robot
From: Robot

2/3
To: Robot
From: Ruby

1/3
To: Computer
From: Robot

3/3
To: Computer
From: Robot

3/3
To: Ruby
From: Robot

2/3
To: Robot
From: Ruby

2/3
To: Ruby
From: Robot

1/3
To: Computer
From: Robot

1/3
To: Ruby
From: Robot